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Abstract

This means that at least for the foreseeable future, software
handling sensitive data will need to protect against Spectre
using software countermeasures. To understand such software
countermeasures, it is useful to describe a Spectre v1 attack1 as
a four-stage process:

In this paper we revisit the Spectre v1 vulnerability and
software-only countermeasures. Specifically, we systematically investigate the performance penalty and security properties of multiple variants of speculative load hardening (SLH).
As part of this investigation we implement the “strong SLH”
variant by Patrignani and Guarnieri (CCS 2021) as a compiler
extension to LLVM. We show that none of the existing variants, including strong SLH, is able to protect against all Spectre v1 attacks in practice. We do this by demonstrating, for the
first time, that variable-time arithmetic instructions leak secret
information even if they are executed only speculatively. We
extend strong SLH to include protections also against this
kind of leakage, implement the resulting full protection in
LLVM, and use the SPEC2017 benchmarks to compare its
performance to the existing variants of SLH and to code that
uses fencing instructions to completely prevent speculative
execution. We show that our proposed countermeasure is able
to offer full protection against Spectre v1 attacks at much
better performance than code using fences. In fact, for several
benchmarks our approach is more than twice as fast.

1

S1 The CPU’s branch predictor mispredicts a branch and
the CPU speculatively executes instructions following
this mispredicted branch;
S2 during this speculative execution, secret data is (made)
available in a register;
S3 still as part of speculative execution, this data is transmitted from the register onto a covert channel; and
S4 outside speculative execution—possibly by another
process—the data is read from the covert channel.
As S4 is out of control of the program under attack, countermeasures need to prevent the attack from progressing in
one of the first three stages. Clearly the easiest way to prevent
Spectre attacks is to prevent speculative execution to happen in the first place, i.e., to stop attacks already in S1. This
can be accomplished by inserting serializing or speculationblocking instructions—such as the lfence instruction on Intel and AMD CPUs—on the two outcomes of every branch.
This countermeasure has indeed been proposed already in the
original Spectre paper [60, Sec. VII], and has also been implemented in mainstream compilers. Unfortunately it comes with
massive performance decline for typical software [47, 59].
As a cheaper alternative, in 2018 Carruth (following discussions with “Paul Kocher, Thomas Pornin, and several other
individuals”, and based on a core idea by Horn) proposed
speculative load hardening (SLH) [23], a countermeasure that
targets S2. This countermeasure is based on the observation
that the most common way in which secret data becomes

Introduction

The discovery of the Spectre attack [60] in early 2018 demonstrated that speculative execution, hitherto considered a harmless performance improvement technique, can be exploited
for leaking sensitive information. Unlike many other microarchitectural attacks like Meltdown [21, 64, 91, 92, 101, 103,
105, 109, 113, 114], which were discovered concurrently and
subsequent to the discovery of Spectre, these Spectre attacks—
in particular so-called “Spectre v1” attacks—do not exploit
a CPU bug, but a CPU feature. As a consequence it seems
unlikely that the problems caused by Spectre will be solved
by CPU microcode updates or future hardware. As Carruth
phrased it in an RWC 2020 talk [24]:

1 Spectre v1 attacks are often referred to as “bounds check bypass”, but
in this paper we consider v1 in a broader sense as any attack exploiting
speculative execution following a mispredicted conditional branch.

“Spectre "v1" is here for decades...”
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available in a register during speculative execution is through
a speculative load from an unintended and possibly attackercontrolled location in memory. This is, for example, exactly
what happens if an array-bounds check is mispredicted and
data is speculatively loaded out of bounds. The idea of SLH is
to maintain a predicate indicating if the execution is currently
in a mispredicted branch or not. This predicate is then used
to “poison” either the outputs (i.e. values) or inputs (i.e. addresses) of load instructions. Both variants are implemented
in LLVM since version 8 and both variants prevent possibly
sensitive data from being speculatively loaded into a register
in a mispredicted branch. We will in the following refer to the
variant poisoning loaded values as LLVM-vSLH and the one
poisoning addresses in load instructions as LLVM-aSLH.
SLH never claimed to be a countermeasure against all Spectre v1 attacks, at least not with the broad definition we use
in this paper. Specifically, Carruth [23] lists as one limitation of the approach that it “does not defend against secret
data already loaded from memory and residing in registers”.
Recent work by Patrignani and Guarnieri [82] confirms this
limitation by revisiting the SLH countermeasure from a more
formal point of view. They introduce a formal model capturing Spectre-v1-style leakage and show that poisoning values
loaded from memory is indeed insufficient to protect against
all Spectre v1 attacks. However, they also observe that poisoning addresses of loads has the additional effect of closing one
of the most commonly used covert channels, namely addressdependent cache modifications through loads. In other words,
poisoning addresses also targets S3. They extend this idea and
use poisoning based on the misprediction predicate to also
close the additional covert channels captured by their model,
namely addresses of stores and branch conditions; they call
this variant “strong SLH”. We adopt this naming and will
refer to this variant as SSLH.
However, also Patrignani and Guarnieri [82] leave multiple
questions about SLH unanswered, in particular with regards
to the application of their formal model to the real world:
• Do the differences between the different variants of SLH—
LLVM-vSLH, LLVM-aSLH, and SSLH—actually matter
in practice?
• How much larger is the performance overhead incurred by
SSLH compared to LLVM-vSLH and LLVM-aSLH?
• Does any of the SLH variants indeed protect against all
Spectre v1 attacks in practice. That is, does the formal
model in [82] adequately capture all covert channels accessible in speculative execution?
• If there are any additional covert channels, can we extend
SLH to also close these and if yes, at what cost?
Contributions of this paper. In this paper we set out to
answer these questions. Specifically, our contributions are the
following:
• We give a systematic overview of the different variants
of SLH. We discuss the gap between the theory and practice and describe how the intricacies of the ISA affect the

efficiency of the implementation of variants of SLH. We
further analyze the security implications of various design
and implementation choices.
• We extend the LLVM implementation of SLH to also support SSLH and evaluate the performance impact of all variants on the SPEC2017 benchmark. As expected, stronger
defenses incur larger overheads, but all variants are cheaper
than using the lfence-based countermeasure targeting S1.
• We present a proof-of-concept Spectre v1 gadget that is
not prevented by any of the existing variants of SLH. This
proof-of-concept is the first demonstration that variabletime arithmetic instructions can also be used as a covert
channel to transmit sensitive data from speculatively executed code.
• We present “ultimate SLH” (or USLH for short), an extension to SSLH that also poisons inputs to variable-time
arithmetic instructions. We claim that this countermeasure
indeed protects against all Spectre v1 attacks and back this
claim by a formal analysis and by highlighting a relation to
protections against classical (i.e., non-speculative) timing
attacks.
• Finally, we implement ultimate SLH in LLVM and evaluate
its performance compared to other variants of SLH and
lfence-protected code. We show that code protected with
USLH is consistently faster than code protected by lfence
and that in some benchmarks it is more than twice as fast.
Responsible disclosure. We disclosed the Spectre gadgets
demonstrated in this paper to Intel, AMD, and Arm. All acknowledged the issue but did not consider that it exposes new
threats in their processors and did not require embargo.
Availability of our software. The LLVM patches for implementing SSLH and USLH are available at https://github.
com/0xADE1A1DE/USLH. The repository also contains some
of our attack code.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 establishes the necessary background on microarchitectural attacks with a focus
on transient-execution attacks and existing software countermeasures. Section 3 describes the attacker model. Section 4
explains the differences between variants of SLH and our
approach to implementing SSLH. Section 5 presents our attacks. Section 6 introduces ultimate SLH as a systematic
countermeasure against all Spectre v1 attacks and presents
comparative benchmarks. Finally, in Section 7 we draw some
conclusions.

2
2.1

Background
Microarchitectural Attacks

Modern processors consist of a large number of components,
collectively called the microarchitecture, that implement the
instruction set that the processor supports. Program execution
affects the state of the microarchitectural components. At the
2

same time, the microarchitectural state affects program execution speed. Consequently, when multiple programs execute on
the same processor, either concurrently or in a time-sharing
fashion, executing one program may affect the performance
of another.
Microarchitectural attacks [38] exploit these performance
effects to leak sensitive information. Specifically, by monitoring program execution speed, an attacker can determine
some of the microarchitectural state and from that infer information on other programs executing on the same processor.
Attacks have been demonstrated, exploiting various components, such as buses [81, 117, 122], execution ports [1, 17, 19],
data caches [65, 80, 83, 124, 125], instruction and microcode
caches [4, 89, 94], address translation [39, 63, 100], branch
prediction [2, 3, 36, 37, 128], and other components [49, 76].
Constant-time programming. Many of the published microarchitectural attacks target cryptographic implementations [2, 3, 4, 13, 30, 39, 41, 65, 66, 76, 80, 81, 83, 84, 117,
125, 126]. Consequently, the cryptographic community developed constant-time programming, a programming style
designed to curb microarchitectural attacks. The idea behind
constant time programming is to prevent flow of secret data
into variations in microarchitectural states. In practice, this
idea translates into three requirements:
1. No secret-dependent control flow;
2. No memory access to addresses that depend on secret
values; and
3. No variable-time arithmetic instructions with secretdependent arguments.
Constant-time coding is considered a de-facto standard requirement for cryptographic code. Cryptographic software
and tools for developing it are often claimed to produce
constant-time code [12, 14, 15, 16, 35, 53, 88] and tools for
validating or enforcing constant-time coding have been developed [34, 93, 95]. The security of constant-time code has been
proven [9] and attempts to relax constant-time requirements
have been shown vulnerable [76, 96, 97, 126].

2.2

1
2
3
4

if (index < arrayLen) {
x = array[index];
y = array2[x ⁎ 4096];
}
Listing 1: Example of a Spectre v1 Gadget.

them to available execution engines as soon as their dependencies are satisfied. After the µops complete execution, the
execution engine retires them to the frontend. The frontend
ensures that µops retired in program order, maintaining the
semantics of the machine code.
When the frontend decodes a branch instruction, it often
does not know what the branch destination or outcome is, e.g.,
because the branch condition is yet to be computed. Rather
than stalling, the frontend predicts the branch outcome and
proceeds to fetch, decode, and execute instructions based on
the prediction. This is called speculative execution. Eventually, the execution unit executes the branch instruction and
determines the real destination. In the case that the destination was correctly predicted, execution can continue without
interruptions. However, in the case of a misprediction, all of
the µops that were incorrectly issued are squashed, any results
computed as part of their out-of-order execution are dropped,
and the execution engine instructs the frontend to resume
execution from the correct destination. Instructions may also
be squashed when abnormal conditions, such as traps and
exceptions occur.

2.3

Transient Execution Attacks

A common consequence of speculative execution is that some
µops get executed although they do not appear in the nominal
program order. While these µops are eventually squashed,
their transient execution may bypass software- and hardwarebased security checks. Because squashing drops the results
computed in transient execution, this was not considered a
security issue. However, transiently executed µops do change
the microarchitectural state and their execution can leak sensitive information [20, 60, 64]. Specifically, Spectre-type attacks exploit transient execution following a misprediction
of control or data flow [5, 11, 17, 28, 55, 57, 60, 62, 68,
75, 98, 102, 107]. Conversely, Meltdown-type attacks exploit transient execution following abnormal termination of
an instruction, for example, due to a trap or microcode assist [21, 64, 91, 92, 101, 103, 105, 109, 113, 114].
In this paper we focus on the Spectre attack, and in particular on Spectre v1 [60]. In this variant, the adversary exploits misprediction of a conditional branch to leak secret
information. Listing 1 shows the classical case of a Spectre
gadget: the conditional statement at Line 1 nominally preventing execution of the if body when index is beyond the
array bound. However, if the branch mispredicts, the if body
executes transiently, loading a value from outside the array

Speculative and Out-of-Order Execution

To improve run-time performance, modern processors employ a complex execution pipeline. The pipeline consists of
two main stages. The frontend is responsible for fetching instructions from memory and decoding them, converting them
to a stream of micro-operations (µops).2 It then issues these
µops to the execution engine. The execution engine receives
the stream of issued µops and dispatches them to execution
units. To improve performance and to exploit instruction-level
parallelism, the order that the execution engine executes the
µops may differ from their order in the program. Instead, the
execution engine uses some variant of the Tomasulo algorithm [110] to track dependencies between µops and dispatch
2 The

exact distinction between instructions and µops is largely irrelevant
for this work and so we mostly use the terms interchangeably.
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bound and accessing array2 at a position that depends on
the loaded value. After executing the gadget, the adversary
can check which offset in array2 has been accessed, e.g. using the Flush+Reload technique [125], and from that infer
the value of x, which has been loaded from an arbitrary location. Due to the popularity of this example, Spectre v1 is also
known as “bounds check bypass”. However, the vulnerability
may exploit other security checks [57].

aim for or are not (yet) supported by formal soundness claims.
In addition to verification tools, there exist many mitigation
tools that automatically transform programs so that they adhere to some intended policy; some of these tools come with
a soundness proof [72, 115] whereas others do not (yet) have
such proofs [50, 77, 108]. Finally, our work is most closely
related to [82]. We defer a precise comparison to this work to
the next sections.

2.4

3

Countermeasures for Spectre v1

Execution barriers such as the x86 lfence instruction prevent
speculation. Inserting an lfence at each possible outcome of
conditional branches prevents Spectre v1 [48]. However, this
comes at a significant performance cost [48, 59]. The performance can improve by only protecting vulnerable branches
and several approaches for identifying those have been proposed [17, 52]. However, these have false negatives [59],
resulting in failures to protect vulnerable branches [52].
Oleksenko et al. [78] introduce false data dependencies
between arguments of leaking instructions and branch conditions to delay the instructions until after the branch is resolved. Speculative Load Hardening (SLH) [23, 82] protects
against leaks by tracking the speculation state and masking
values during misspeculation. We discuss SLH in more detail in Section 4. To protect against Spectre attacks from
JavaScript code, browsers reduced the resolution of timers and
disabled shared buffers in an effort of preventing the attacker
from observing the microarchitectural state [44, 87, 116].
However subsequent works showed that attackers do not
need high-resolution timers to carry out attacks [43, 98].
Additionally multiple works propose hardware-based defenses [7, 8, 54, 56, 67, 73, 99, 106, 120, 123, 127]. As these
are not available in commercial processors and cannot be applied to existing hardware, these are outside the scope of this
work. We refer the reader to [22] for more information about
countermeasures.
Formal approaches. There exist many verification tools
for checking that programs are protected against Spectre
attacks. The overwhelming majority of these countermeasures and tools focus on Spectre v1; we refer to [26] for
a recent overview of formal approaches. Many verification
tools [10, 18, 25, 27, 31, 33, 40, 85, 86] are supported by
soundness claims. Informally, soundness is stated with respect to a formal model of leakage, and a security policy
based on this formal model; a typical soundness claim states
that programs that pass verification satisfy the intended policy; in some cases, soundness only holds for bounded executions. Broadly speaking, these policies fall into two different categories: relative policies, requiring that speculative execution does not leak more than sequential execution,
and absolute policies, requiring that speculative execution
does not leak. Additionally, there are many other verification
tools [42, 58, 69, 70, 74, 79, 90, 118, 119, 121] that do not

Attacker Model

We assume a model where some data values is tagged as secret.
The attacker does not have direct access to secret data. The
only way they can access it is by invoking some trusted code
that can access this data. When the trusted code executes it can
leak some of the secret data it processes, e.g. by writing the
secret data to a public variable. Additionally, the victim code
may leak secret data through microarchitectural side channels,
for example, by accessing a memory address that depends
on secret data. We assume that the provider of the trusted
code is aware of the leakage potential and accepts the level
of leakage possible through nominal, in-order execution of
the trusted code. We note that our model covers multiple realworld scenarios that enforce isolation. For example, the secret
data and the trusted code could reside in a different process
or virtual machine, they can be part of an SGX enclave [32]
or the system can use intra-process isolation [51, 104, 112].
For side channel leakage, we assume the typical leakage
model covered by constant-time programming. That is, we
assume that memory accesses leak their addresses, branches
leak their outcomes, and variable-time instructions leak their
arguments. This model is widely accepted for nominal execution, i.e. when the program executes in-order with no
speculative execution. For transient instructions, past work
assumed and demonstrated leakage of addresses from memory access [60] and of branch conditions [17, 29, 128]. In
this work we further demonstrate leakage of information on
the arguments of variable-time instructions that are executed
transiently.
The attacker aims to use Spectre v1 to cause the trusted
code to leak more secret data than it would leak if it were
executed in order. For that, we assume that the attacker can
cause any conditional branch in the trusted code to mispredict. We assume that the attacker cannot cause mispredictions of indirect branches and return instructions—effective
countermeasures for those are available [46, 111]. We further
assume that the processor is not vulnerable to Meltdown-type
attacks [21, 64, 113].

4

Speculative Load Hardening

The main aim of Speculative Load Hardening (SLH) is to prevent data disclosure via microarchitectural channels during
4

speculative execution of code. For that, SLH tracks a speculation flag whose value depends on the state of speculation.
SLH then uses the speculation flag to “poison” (or “harden”)
sensitive values to ensure that they do not leak. For example,
in the LLVM implementation of SLH, the speculation flag is 0
during nominal execution and is 0xFF...FF while misspeculating. To poison a value, LLVM ORs it with the speculation
flag, ensuring that during misspeculation the poisoned value
is constant and cannot leak.

4.1

SLH sets these bits from the speculation flag. That is, in
the case of misspeculation, the most significant bits of the
stack pointer are set to 1, invalidating the stack pointer. In
the function prologue, LLVM SLH further adds code that
checks the most significant bits of the stack pointer and sets
the speculation flag accordingly. The same mechanism is used
to communicate the speculation flag on function return.
Poisoning loaded value. Spectre v1 attacks exploit misspeculation to speculatively bypass data validation tests, such as
array bounds checks, and leak the accessed values. LLVM
protects against such bypasses by poisoning values loaded
from memory during misspeculation. Conceptually, the idea
is simple—when a value is loaded from memory, LLVMvSLH ORs it with the speculation flag. This, effectively, sets
the value bits to all-one during misspeculation while leaving
the value unchanged during nominal execution.
Poisoning load addresses. Instead of poisoning loaded values, SLH supports an option to poison all load addresses. With
this option, LLVM-aSLH poisons the values of the base and
index registers of addresses that are not considered fixed (see
below). This provides the protection level that SLH promises,
i.e. a protection against Spectre v1, because the attacker cannot load data from arbitrary addresses.
Poisoning addresses provides some additional protection
against leakage of secret values that the program has nominal
access to, e.g. values in registers and those loaded from fixed
addresses. Most Spectre attacks use a cache-based covert
channel to communicate the leaked value to the attacker. That
is, the Spectre gadget accesses a memory location that depends on the secret value in order to communicate the value.
Poisoning load addresses ensures that loads in misspeculation use fixed addresses (up to the LLVM SLH definition
of a fixed address; see below) thus these addresses are not
data-dependent.

SLH Variants Implemented in LLVM

SLH in LLVM is a compiler pass that aims to protect against
Spectre v1 [23]. In particular, LLVM SLH aims to protect
against speculative bypass of tests such as array bound checks.
JC taken
JC taken
.
CMOVC -1, %rcx
.
.
.
.
JMP out
JMP out
taken:
taken:
.
CMOVNC -1 %rcx
.
.
out:
out:
Listing 2: Speculative state tracking in LLVM SLH
Speculation flag. To track the speculative state of the program, LLVM SLH uses register, usually %rcx, as a speculation flag, setting the bits of the register to 0 during correct
execution and to 1 during misspeculation. To achieve that,
LLVM SLH instruments every conditional branch to include
a conditional move (CMOVcc) in each branch, setting the speculation flag. For the condition of the conditional move, LLVM
SLH uses the inverse of the branch condition for the taken
branch and the branch condition for the non-taken branch.
For example, the branch instruction JC label in the left part
of Listing 2 is taken if the carry is set. When instrumented
(Listing 2 right), LLVM SLH adds a CMOVC -1, %rcx, which
sets all of the bits of %rcx if the carry is set, to the non-taken
branch. This CMOVC is only expected to execute if the branch
is not taken, i.e. if the carry is clear. In the nominal execution,
when the branch is not taken the carry is clear, hence the value
of %rcx does not change. However, if the branch is misspeculated, the CMOVC will execute speculatively even though the
carry is set. Because conditional moves are not speculated, the
value of %rcx reflects the status of misspeculation. Similarly,
for the taken branch, LLVM SLH adds a CMOVNC conditional
move instruction, that sets the speculation flag to all ones in
the case of a misspeculation.
To transfer the speculation flag across function boundaries,
LLVM SLH uses the high bits of the stack pointer. Valid
user-space pointers in the x86-64 architecture have their 16
most significant bits all 0. Before a function call, LLVM

4.2

Strong SLH

Patrignani and Guarnieri [82] formalize variants of SLH; most
notably they introduce strong SLH (SSLH) and provide a
proof that SSLH indeed protects against all Spectre v1 attacks.
The model used for this proof divides the address space into a
private and a public heap. The attacker can write code that has
unfettered access to the public heap. However, to access the
private heap, the attacker uses a code library that is not under
direct attacker control. This code library can be invoked by
the attacker code and can call attacker provided subroutines.
While the attacker cannot access the private heap, the execution of the code library can leak the information it processes,
either directly by writing it into the public heap, or indirectly,
through address-based side channels that leak branch conditions and the addresses of memory accesses. A program is
considered speculatively secure if any values that leaks under speculation also leaks in the nominal execution of the
program.
5

In order to compare SSLH to LLVM-vSLH and LLVMaSLH in terms of security and performance impact, we set
out to implement this variant. The starting point for this implementation is LLVM-aSLH, but it turns out that in order to
match all the assumptions made by the formal model of [82],
the protections need to go considerably further.
Load address hardening. While both SSLH and LLVMaSLH work by hardening addresses of loads, there is a difference in what loads are protected. SSLH assumes that all addresses of loads are protected, whereas LLVM-aSLH abstains
from protecting “fixed” addresses. Specifically, an address
is considered fixed by LLVM if both of the memory base
and memory index are values known at compile time. Most
notably this includes addresses that add a fixed offset to the
stack pointer or to the instruction pointer. As the stack pointer
may speculatively store sensitive values, we extend LLVMaSLH to also harden those addresses in our implementation
of SSLH. We do not implement hardening of addresses that
add fixed offsets to the instruction pointer. We note that the
security proof of Patrignani and Guarnieri [82] holds even
when fixed addresses are not hardened.
Store address hardening. LLVM-aSLH does not harden addresses of store instructions. This makes sense when thinking
of SSLH as a countermeasure targeting S2; however, as the
proof of SSLH requires protection at S3, addresses of store
instructions also require protection. We thus add this in our
implementation of SSLH. Store address are hardened with
the same logic that we also use for load addresses.
Branch hardening. As an additional covert channel that can
be used to leak secrets in speculative execution, SSLH also
assumes that the conditions of branches are hardened. In our
implementation of SSLH we ensure that branch conditions
depend on the speculation predicate.
The x86 architecture only supports a limited number of
instructions for manipulating the flags. Hence, poisoning the
flags, while possible, is inefficient. Instead of poisoning the
condition flag used by a branch instruction, we look for the
instruction that sets the flag and poison the arguments of this
instruction.
Specifically, if the arguments are loaded from memory, we
poison the load address, just as we do for any memory access.
For register arguments we poison the register value. As with
other instructions, we do not poison immediate values or fixed
addresses.
A summary of the differences between LLVM-vSLH,
LLVM-aSLH, and SSLH is given in Table 1; this table also
includes Ultimate SLH (USLH), which we introduce in Section 6.

5

tions offered by SSLH sufficient to stop all Spectre v1 attacks?
We answer these questions by presenting two Spectre gadgets. The first, which exploits secret-dependent control flow,
is basically an adaptation of SMoTherSpectre [17] to Spectre
v1. It shows that unprotected branch conditions can indeed
be used as a covert channel and that hardening them in SSLH
thus really matters. The second gadget we demonstrate uses
arithmetic instructions whose execution time depends on their
arguments to build a covert channel. This gadget shows that
even the protections implemented by SSLH are not sufficient
to protect against all Spectre v1 attacks.
1
2
3
4
5

victim(int value, int isPublic) {
if (isPublic) {
//Leaky code
}
}
Listing 3: Pseudo code of victim functions.

Listing 3 shows the general structure of the proof-ofconcept code we use. The victim function emulates the case
of code that processes values, which can be secret or public. The code takes different execution paths depending on
whether the value is secret or public. For example, the code
may choose a more secure constant-time implementation for
secret values and a faster albeit leaky implementation for public values [84]. The attacker wants to obtain a secret value by
training the branch that chooses the execution path, causing
the leaky code to execute speculatively with a secret value.
The aim of SLH is to prevent the leak.

5.1

Exploiting
Flow

Secret-Dependent

Control

Our first proof-of-concept shows that branches that execute
speculatively can leak their condition. Consequently, poisoning the branch conditions, as done in SSLH, is essential. We
note that Spectre leakage through branch prediction has already been demonstrated [17, 29, 128].
Listing 4 shows the code of the victim. (While the example
shows C code, in practice, to avoid some of the intricacies of
the C compiler, we use equivalent LLVM intermediate code
for this and for the other PoCs we present in this section.)
To facilitate branch training, we use the technique of Röttger
and Janc [98], who observe that branch prediction depends
on branch history. The loop in Line 3 sets a fixed history for
the authorization branch in Line 6. The attacker then invokes
the function twice, each time with value=0 and isPublic=1.
This sets the prediction that the bodies of the if statements
in Lines 6 and 7 should be executed.
The attacker then arranges for the victim function to be
called with a secret value. It further arranges for the if in
Line 7 to be resolved slowly, e.g. by flushing the value of

SLH Security

In this section we set out to answer two questions. First, do
the more extensive protections of SSLH compared to LLVMaSLH matter in practice? Second, are the extensive protec6

Table 1: Features of different variants of SLH: value is the output (value) of loads masked; addr is the address of load instructions
masked; ind. branch are addresses of indirect branches masked; cond are conditionals used by branch instructions masked;
store are addresses of store instructions masked; SP+imm: are “fixed” addresses of the form stack-pointer plus fixed offset in
load/store instructions masked; IP+imm are “fixed” addresses of the form instruction-pointer plus fixed offset in load/store
instructions masked; rep is the length of rep instructions masked; arith are inputs to variable-time arithmetic instructions
masked.
SLH variant
LLVM-vSLH
LLVM-aSLH
SSLH
USLH

1
2
3

value
3
7
7
7

addr
7
3
3
3

ind. branch
3
3
3
3

cond
7
7
3
3

4

// Boundary Check
if (isPublic) {
if (value == 0) {
a2 = a1 | a2;
a3 = a2 | a3;
...
} else {
a1 = crc32(a1, a1);
a2 = crc32(a2, a2);
...
}
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

SP+imm
7
7
3
3

IP+imm
7
7
7
7

rep
7
7
7
3

arith
7
7
7
3

Port contention spy. To distinguish the execution paths, we
rely on port contention [19]. Specifically, the execution unit
of the processor contains multiple ports, each can execute
some instructions but not others. In particular, or uses ports
0, 1, 5, 6, whereas crc32 uses port 1. Hyperthreads of the
same execution core compete on the ports. Consequently, if
both hyperthreads issue instructions for the same port, port
contention will cause execution delays. Bhattacharyya et al.
[17] show that speculatively executed instructions can also
produce measurable delays. To exploit port contention, our
spy program executes a sequence of 42 crc32 instructions
and measures the execution time of the sequence.

victim(int value, int isPublic) {
// Branch training
for (volatile int i = 0; i < 200; i++);

5

store
7
7
3
3

Synchronization. To achieve port contention, we need to
ensure that the spy executes the measurement code at the
same time that the victim executes the distinguishing code.
For rough synchronization, we fork the spy and then the victim
and migrate both to hyperthreads of the same core. However,
forks are not instantaneous and migration takes time. To better
synchronize the processes, we use a shared pointer chasing
approach. Specifically, we create a linked list of 50 cache lines
that is shared between the victim and the spy. Before forking
creating the processes, we flush all of the cache lines of the
linked list from the cache. Upon initialization, both processes
start following the shared linked list from its head to its tail.
Because the linked list is initially out of the cache, following it
requires bringing all of the elements from memory. Moreover,
because the processor must read a list element to determine
the location of the following element, reading the elements
from the memory cannot be parallelized.

}
Listing 4: Victim function for SMoTher attack

isPublic out of the cache. When the function executes, the
branch training loop sets the branch history to the same state
as in the training. Consequently, the processor mispredicts that
the body of the if in Line 6 will be executed and proceeds
to speculatively execute it. The if is initially predicted to
execute the then block, but because value is available, the if
is evaluated quickly, and in the case that value is 1, execution
proceeds speculatively to the else part of the if statement.
Eventually, the processor evaluates isPublic and detects the
misprediction. It then squashes all mispredicted instruction
and proceeds execution along the correct path.
Attack. The attacker’s aim is to distinguish whether the secret
value is 0 or 1. To achieve that, we rely on the observation
that when value=1, the processor speculatively executes different instructions than in the case that value=0. Specifically,
for value=0 we use a sequence of 48 or instructions, whereas
for value=1 we use a sequence of 48 crc32 instructions.

The first process to follow the list has to wait for each
element to be read from memory. When it follows the list,
the processor caches the elements. Hence, when the second
process starts following the list, it can advance much faster,
until reaching the first non-cached element. From this point,
both processes progress together, waiting for an element before advancing to the next. We find that after following 50
elements, both processes reach the tail of the list within 5–10
cycles of each other.
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victim(double value, int isPublic) {
// Branch training
for (volatile int i = 0; i < 200; i++);
// Boundary Check
if (isPublic) {
value = sqrtsd(value);
value = mulsd(value, value);
...
value = sqrtsd(value);
value = mulsd(value, value);
memory_access(adrs);
}
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Figure 1: Spy measurement of port contention on Intel Core
i7-6700K.

11
12
13
14

Results. We test the code on Intel Core i7-6700K and Core
i5-8265U, both running Ubuntu 20.04. We build the victim
with LLVM-vSLH, the default implementation of clang 13
We collect 20,000 samples, each consisting of the average spy
measurement over 100 runs of the spy and the victim. Figure 1
shows the distribution of the average measurement for the
cases that the secret value is 0 and 1, when running on the
Core i7-6700K processor. As we can see, when value=1 the
measurements are about 7 cycles longer than when value=0,
and the two distributions are easily distinguishable, allowing
the attacker to determine the secret value.

5.2

}
Listing 5: Victim function for variable-time instructions

on of two values, which we call fast and slow. Specifically,
we use 65536 for fast and 2.34e-308 for slow [91].
In the misspeculated branch, the code performs a sequence
of SQRTSD and MULSD instructions on value, which we call the
leak sequence. This sequence is followed by a memory access
(Line 12). The leak sequence is designed so that it repeatedly
computes the square root of the original value of value. On
our i7-6700K machine, executing a single block of SQRTSD
and MULSD on fast takes 17.4 cycles on average, compared
with 22.8 for slow. In our experiments, misprediction lasts
around 240 cycles. Thus, with 10 repetition of the SQRTSD
and MULSD we expect that the leak sequence will complete
before the misspeculation ends when executed with the fast
value, but not when executed with the slow value. Hence, if
the memory access at Line 12 executes after the leak sequence
completes, the memory access will only happen when value
is fast.
Out-of-order execution. Unfortunately, ensuring that the
memory access in Line 12 only executes after the leak sequence completes is not trivial. As discussed, the processor
uses out-of-order execution, and will execute an instruction if
all of its arguments are available and there is an available execution port. The adrs argument of the memory access does
not depend on the computation in the leak sequence. Moreover, load instructions use ports 2 and 3, whereas the SQRTSD
uses port 0 and MULSD uses ports 0 and 1. Consequently, there
is no conflict between the leak sequence and the memory
access, and the processor executes the memory access as soon
as speculation starts.
False dependency solution. We first start with a straw-man
approach for ensuring that the memory access is only executed after the leak sequence. The idea is to create a falsedependency between the result of the leaky sequence and the
address of the memory access. Specifically, before Line 12
of Listing 5 we add: addr += ((int) value & 0xff) >>

Time-Variable Gadget Design

We now turn our attention to exploiting instructions whose
execution time depends on their arguments. Passing secret
information as arguments to such instructions can lead to measurable execution time differences, which leak the secret information [6, 61]. Thus it would appear that such instructions
could be used to leak information from speculative execution.
Measuring execution time of misspeculated instructions.
To extract leaked secrets from variable-time instructions, past
attacks measure the execution time of some code that contain the instructions. However, this approach cannot work for
measuring the execution speed of misspeculated code. Typical techniques for accurate time measurement include fence
instructions that ensure that the measured code completed execution before the measurement is taken [125], but fences also
terminate misspeculation. Consequently, it is impossible to
use time measurements in misspeculation. At the same time,
the execution speed of misspeculated code does not affect the
program’s execution time. Misspeculation terminates when
the processor detects that it misspeculated and the timing of
this detection does not depend on the execution speed of the
misspeculated code.
Branch racing. Instead of directly measuring the execution time of misspeculated code, our gadget creates a race
condition between the misspeculated code and the branch
condition. Listing 5 shows an example of the Spectre gadget
we use as a proof-of-concept. The argument value can hold
8

12. Because the added value is always 0, this does not change
addr. However, due to its dependency on value, which is the
output of the leak sequence, the processor waits for the leak
sequence to compute before performing the memory access.
Experiment design. To test the gadget, we observe that we
expect the memory access to only happen when the value is
fast. We use a Flush+Reload covert channel [41, 125]. That
is, before calling the victim we flush the memory location
addr from the cache. After the victim executes, we measure
the access time to the location. A short access time indicates
that addr is in the cache, i.e. that the value is fast.
Testing the false dependency solution. We test the gadget
on two processors. An Intel Core i7-6700K and a Core i710710U, both running Ubuntu 20.04. On each machine we
run the attack 100,000 times, each time selecting at random
whether value is fast or slow and check whether the spy
correctly guesses the value. We find that the spy correctly
detects the choice of value with a probability of 93.9% on
the i7-6700K, and 92.2% on the i7-10710U.
False dependency and SLH. While none of the existing
SLH variants is designed to protect against leaking instruction timing, it turns out that LLVM-aSLH and SSLH protect
against leakage. The false dependency that forces the memory
access to evaluate after the leak sequence also affects SLH’s
detection of fixed addresses. Both LLVM-aSLH and SSLH
poison non-fixed addresses, including the read from addr.
Poisoning affects the gadget in two ways. First, it create a
dependency between the branch condition and the memory access. Consequently, the memory access cannot happen before
the branch condition is evaluated. This creates a race between
resolving the branch and accessing the memory, which the
branch is likely to win both because it is older and because
poisoning needs to execute at least two more instructions:
the conditional move that sets the speculation flag and the
actual poisoning. Moreover, even if the memory access starts
executing before the branch resolves, the location it accesses
is likely to be invalid, blocking the Flush+Reload channel.
We note however that poisoning the address only masks the
access not the fact that the access happens. Thus, it may be
possible to create a gadget that relies on false dependency that
remains exploitable in the presence of address poisoning. We
leave investigating this possibility to future work.

5.3

memory access. Our gadget relies on creating contention on
internal resources required for scheduling µops execution. We
first describe the relevant steps that the execution engine takes
while running a program. We then explain how our gadget
operates.
Reservation stations. Recall that the execution engine of
the processor receives a stream of µops, which it executes.
To exploit instruction-level parallelism, the execution engine
does not execute µops in program order. Instead µops can be
executed in any order that satisfies the data dependencies in
the program. To track the data dependencies of a µop, the processor uses reservation stations [45], also known as scheduler
entries in the Intel nomenclature [71]. Thus, µop execution
consists of allocating a reservation station and other resources
required for its execution. The reservation station waits until
all inputs for the µop are available, at which time the scheduler
queues the µop to one of the appropriate execution units.
When µops’ execution takes a long time, the processor may
run out of reservation stations and other resources required
for their execution. When these resources are required for
tracking data dependencies, as is the case with reservation
stations, younger instructions cannot be safely scheduled, and
their execution is stalled even if they do not depend on older
instructions which are pending.
Gadget evaluation. We test the gadget in Listing 5 on an
Intel Core i5-8265U, microcode 0xEA, and on an Intel Core
i7-10710U, microcode 0xE8, both running Ubuntu 20.04 and
both with the CPU governor set to performance. To use the
gadget, we first execute the victim twice with public values,
training the branch. We then flush adrs from the cache and
execute the victim with a ‘secret’ value, which can be either
fast or slow. For this attack execution we delay the evaluation
of isPublic so that the branch in Line 6 mispredicts. Finally,
when the function returns we check whether adrs is cached.
We collect 100,000 samples on each processors, where in
each sample value is randomly chosen as either fast or slow.
Results. The results depend on the number of pairs of SQRTSD
and MULSD instructions we use. With 40 such pairs, the memory access always executes and we observe that with a high
probability, adrs is cached (99.9% for slow value). When
SQRTSD and MULSD are repeated 55 times, we observe that,
with a low probability, adrs is cached (4.3% for fast value).
However, when the number of SQRTSD and MULSD instructions
is between these values, we find that whether adrs is cached
depends on the chosen value.
Specifically, for 45 repetitions of SQRTSD and MULSD we
find that when value is fast, with a high probability (92.5%
on the i5-8625U and 96.6% on the i7-10710U) adrs is cached.
Conversely, when value is slow, the probability that adrs is
cached is 5.2% and 4.5% for the i5-8625U and the i7-10710U,
respectively. Moreover, building the proof-of-concept with
any of the SLH variants in Section 4 does not prevent the
leak.
Discussion. In the gadget in Listing 5, the memory access
in Line 12 does not depend on any of the prior instructions.

Exploiting Resource Contention

In the previous section we saw how to exploit variable-timing
instructions together with a false dependency to create a covert
channel for a Spectre gadget. However, due to the false dependency, SLH does not identify that the address used is constant.
Hence, SLH poisons it, and “unintentionally” protects against
the attack.
In this section we demonstrate a Spectre gadget that exploits variable-timing instructions without creating a false
dependency between these instructions and the subsequent
9

Moreover, load instructions use ports 2 and 3, whereas the
SQRTSD and MULSD instructions use ports 0 and 1. Consequently, data dependency and execution unit availability do
not explain the stall of the memory access.
We believe that the cause of the stall is resource exhaustion.
The long sequence of SQRTSD and MULSD instructions consume resources required for scheduling further instructions,
possibly reservation stations. As the execution of the SQRTSD
and MULSD instructions completes speculatively, the processor
frees the resource they consume, gradually releasing younger
instructions to be scheduled. Given sufficient time, enough
SQRTSD and MULSD instructions will complete execution to allow the memory access to execute. However, misspeculation
only lasts until the processor computes the branch condition.
Hence, we have a race between detecting the misspeculation and performing the memory access. When the number
of SQRTSD and MULSD instructions is small, the memory access always wins the race. When the number of SQRTSD and
MULSD instructions is sufficiently high, detecting the misspeculation always wins. However, when the number is between
these extremes, the winner is determined by the rate at which
the SQRTSD and MULSD instructions are executed—with fast
value, the memory access wins and gets executed, whereas
with slow value, the misspeculation detection wins and the
memory access is not executed.

6

protects against future variants of Spectre. We first describe
how we implement hardening of variable-time arithmetic. We
then evaluate how USLH blocks leakage from our gadgets.
Last, we evaluate the performance impact of USLH.

6.1

USLH Implementation

USLH is basically SSLH with added protection for variabletime instructions. We now describe how we add this protection.
Hardening repeat instructions. One of the oddities of the
x86 instruction set is repeat instructions. Originally added
to simplify string and memory operations, these instructions
perform one or more memory access and automatically increment or decrement the addresses they use, so repeated
use of the instructions will perform the operation on successive addresses. Moreover, the instructions support several
repeat prefixes that, when present causes the operations to
execute in a loop controlled by the %rcx register and possibly an additional condition on the data processed. LLVM’s
implementations of SLH poison the addresses used by these
instructions, but not the repeat counter. As executing repeat
instructions may leak the number of times they execute, we
also poison %rcx.
Hardening floating-point instructions. For floating point
instructions, we harden SSE2, vector and X87 floating point
instructions. For vector and SSE2 instructions, we poison
all arguments. X87 instructions use an internal value stack
for operations. Because we cannot poison the values in the
internal stack, we insert an lfence speculation barrier in every
basic block that uses X87 floating point instructions.

Ultimate Speculative Load Hardening

The attacks we presented in Section 5 demonstrate that—short
of preventing speculative execution with fences—currently
there are no software-based countermeasures that block all
forms of Spectre v1 attacks. The presented gadgets are somewhat specific, and are unlikely to be found in real software.
Nonetheless, the risk they present is twofold. First, the gadgets show that assumptions made in prior security proofs do
not hold in practice. For example, past works assume that
analyzing the case of maximum misspeculation results in a
worst-case leakage [40, 82]. However these ignore the impact
of instruction timing on the speculation window, as demonstrated in Section 5.3. Second, the history of side-channel
attacks shows that in many cases there are non-obvious exploits to weaknesses. For example, both Bernstein [13] and
Osvik et al. [80] identify cache banks as a potential security
weakness, but the first practical attack that exploits them was
only published a decade later [126]. Hence, while the presented gadgets are artificial, it is impossible to preclude the
presence of gadgets that exploit similar effects in real-world
software.
In this section we extend our implementation of SSLH to
also harden variable-time arithmetic; we call the resulting
variant ultimate SLH (USLH). We show that USLH protects
against all of the gadgets we present in Section 5. Moreover,
because USLH poisons all instructions that may conflict with
constant-time programming [14], we believe that USLH also

6.2

Testing USLH Security

Hardening branches. Branch-condition hardening is part
of our implementations of both SSLH and USLH. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the defense against our control flow
attack (Section 5.1), we compile the victim function with
USLH and repeat experiment. We run tests 20,000 times and
each time we take average of 100 samples. The result, shown
in Figure 2, demonstrate that the distributions of execution
times for the cases of a secret value 0 and 1 are indistinguishable. This is in stark contrast with the unprotected case in
Figure 1.
Hardening variable-time instructions. We test the two
gadgets that exploit variable time instructions with USLH.
Because USLH poisons the arguments of the floating point
instructions, during misspeculation their timings are constant
and do not depend on the value of the secret. Consequently,
we no longer can distinguish between the values of the secret.
Interestingly, for the false-dependency variant (Section 5.2),
we never observe that the memory access executes, even when
we reduce the length of the leak sequence. We suspect that
due to the false dependency, the dependencies of the memory
10
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whereas the directive force is only used for branching instructions and to force execution along the incorrect path.
Observations respectively correspond to execution performing a memory read or write, entering a branch, or carrying out
a variable-time arithmetic operation, and respectively leak the
address a of the memory accesses, the value t of the guard,
and the values v1 and v2 of the operands (for binary timevariable operators). For convenience, the transition relation
also considers booleans b and b0 that track misspeculation;
these flags are set to true when execution is speculating, and
remain true afterwards.
This semantics forms the basis to reason about the correctness of the countermeasure. Specifically, we use the semantics
to define relative constant-time, or RCT, stating that speculative execution of programs does not leak more than sequential
execution of programs. This style of policy is used in several
works, including [40] and discussed in [26].
Next, we formalize the countermeasure as a program-toprogram transformation, and prove that for every program c
its transform under USLH satisfies RCT. The main technical
lemma states that speculative execution does not leak, i.e.
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Figure 2: Mitigating V1 SMoTher Attack
access are only satisfied when the branch condition is evaluated. At this time the branch gets executed and squashes the
transient execution of the memory access before the latter has
the opportunity to execute.
For the resource contention variant (Section 5.3), we observe that when the number of repetitions of the SQRTSD and
MULSD instructions drops below 26, we always observe the
memory access, and above that threshold we never observe the
memory access. Either way, we cannot distinguish between
secret values.

6.3

o

hC, >i −→ hC0 , >i ⇒ o ∈ O
d

where O is given by the following grammar:
o ::= • | read a | write a | branch t | op v v
where a, t and v are default values.
We provide a formal proof of our claim, in the setting of
a core language, in Appendix A. The proof proceeds along
similar lines as prior works, with some key differences, summarized below:

Security Analysis

It is possible to prove that USLH achieves its intended goal,
i.e. prevents speculative leakage. This claim is established
w.r.t. a formal model of execution, featuring an attacker with
full control over control-flow, and based on the leakage model
used in the constant-time literature. More specifically, the
formal model of execution is described by a transition relation
o
in the style of [10, 25]. The relation is of the form hC, bi −→

• the countermeasure also masks guards and operands
from variable-time instructions;
• the leakage model is extended to account for variabletime instructions, whereas other models consider that
arithmetic instructions do not leak;

d

hC0 , b0 i, where C and C0 are configurations, d is an adversarial
directive taken from the set

• the operational semantics is extended to unsafe speculative accesses, which are not considered in prior works.

d ∈ D ::= step | force

6.4

and o is an observation taken from the set:

SLH Performance Overhead

In this section we report on our performance evaluation of
the different variants of SLH. For this evaluation we use the
SPEC2017 benchmark, compiled with clang and clang++ at
optimization level O3. All experiments were run on a machine
with an Intel i7-10710U CPU at microcode 0xE8 running
Ubuntu 20.04. We set the performance governor to performance and we only test the performance of single-thread
execution. The results are displayed in Figures 3 to 5.
As a baseline we benchmark unprotected code and as an
alternative to SLH we also include code protected with the

o ∈ O ::= • | read a | write a | branch t | op v v
o

Informally, hC, bi −→ hC0 , b0 i says that one step execution
d

under directive d transitions from configuration hC, bi to configuration hC0 , b0 i, leading to observation o.
Directives determine the control-flow of the program; the
directive step is used for all non-branching instructions and to
force execution along the correct path for branching instructions (we consider instructions with only two successors),
11
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lfence countermeasure. This countermeasure prevents speculative execution at each branch and thus systematically prevents Spectre v1 attacks. It is thus a minimum requirement
for any other Spectre v1 countermeasure to achieve better
performance—we see that this is the case for all SLH variants,
and by quite a margin.
Aside from benchmarking the four variants of SLH discussed in the paper, i.e. LLVM-vSLH, LLVM-aSLH, SSLH,
and USLH, we also benchmark the cost of only computing
the misprediction predicate, but not using it to poison any
values (“Trace Only”). We run this additional benchmark to
obtain a better understanding of what causes most of the slowdown in SLH: the tracing, which also requires one register,
or the poisoning. We see that both contribute significantly
to the slowdown, but to varying degrees in different benchmarks. This makes sense, as tracing alone is expected to be
quite costly in branch-heavy code and in scenarios with high
register pressure.
We see that all SLH variants incur a significant overhead,
slowing down some of the benchmarks by a factor of three.
However the difference between the four variants is relatively
small. Not surprisingly, USLH incurs notable additional overhead compared to SSLH only in the floating-point benchmarks. Both SSLH and USLH have a somewhat increased
cost compared to the two implementations in LLVM, but this
cost is not dramatic in any of the benchmarks and it is close
to zero in some. The conclusion we draw from this is that
applications that can afford the slowdown incurred by SLH
are very likely to also tolerate the small additional cost of
USLH. This will give them protection not only against the
exploitation of some common Spectre v1 gadgets, but a systematic protection against all Spectre v1 attacks at a cheaper
price than using lfence.
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This section formalizes our claim that our countermeasure
protects against Spectre attacks. For clarity of exposition, we
consider a toy high-level language, but out results carry to
realistic assembly languages.
The syntax of the programming language is given in Figure 9where a ∈ A ranges over arrays and x ∈ X ranges over
registers. We let |a| denote the size of a. Moreover, we informally assume that values are either integers or booleans.
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c ::= []
fence
| c; c
| x := op y z
| x := b̃?y : z
| x := a[y]
| a[x] := y
| if t then c else c
| while t do c

empty, do nothing
fence
sequence
assignment
cond. assignment
load from array a offset y
store to array a offset x
conditional
while loop

does not leak
does not leak
does not leak
leaks operands y, z
does not leak
leaks offset y
leaks offset x
leaks guard t
leaks guard t

Figure 9: Language and informal leakage model
Jx := op y zK=
Ja[x] := yK=
Jx := a[y]K=
Jif t then c1 else c2 K=
Jwhile t do cK=
Jc1 ; c2 K=

y := b̃?0 : y; z := b̃?0 : z; x := op y z
x := b̃ : 0?x; a[x] := y
y := b̃ : 0?y; x := a[y]
t := b̃?⊥ : tif t then (b̃ := t?b̃ : >; Jc1 K) else (b̃ := t?> : b̃; Jc2 K)
t := b̃?⊥ : t; while t do (b̃ := t?b̃ : >; JcK); b̃ := t?> : b̃
Jc1 K; Jc2 K

mask operands conditioned on b̃
mask index conditioned on b̃
mask index conditioned on b̃
mask guard conditioned on b̃ and update b̃
mask guard conditioned on b̃ and update b̃

Figure 10: USLH Countermeasure
o

of [10, 25] as an indexed transition relation hc, ρ, µ, bi −→
hc0 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i,

The definition of USLH is shown in Figure 10. The key points
of the definitions are:

d

where o is an observation taken from the set:

• USLH masks the guard before entering a conditional
conditioned on the speculation flag, and updates the speculation flag immediately after entering it;

o ::= • | read a, v | write a, v | branch b | op v v
and hc, ρ, µ, bi and hc0 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i are states consisting of a command, memories mapping variables and locations (i.e. pairs
of arrays and valid indexes) to values, and b is a speculation flag tracking whether execution has entered an incorrect
branch.
Figure 11 presents the rules of the semantics. The operational semantics is similar to the standard semantics, except
for some key differences:

• USLH masks the operands of variable-time instructions
conditioned on the speculation flag;
• USLH masks the addresses of memory accesses, conditioned on the speculation flag; we assume that the 0-th
entry of each array contains a default value that is never
modified during execution.

• for conditionals and loops, execution can enter both
branches, according to adversarial directives. Note that
the flag b is set to true when the adversary uses the directive force and causes execution to enter the branch that
corresponds to the negation of the guard;

The key correctness lemma is that leakage of transformed
programs does not depend on the memory, when b̃ is set to >.

• for unsafe accesses, an adversary’s directive is used to
decide which value is read or address is written; note
that we assume that programs are safe under the nominal
execution, and thus unsafe accesses are only considered
when execution is misspeculating.

Using this lemma, it is possible to show that transformed
programs are relative constant-time (RCT), in the sense that
speculative execution of transformed programs does not leak
more than their sequential execution.
In order to define the notion of RCT, we define complete
executions. This is done by defining the (labeled) reflexiveO
transitive closure hc, ρ, µ, bi −
−→
→ hc0 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i of one-step ex-

o

Lemma 1. If hJcK, ρ, µ, >i −→ hc0 , ρ0 , µ0 , >i and ρ(b̃) = >,
d

then o only depends on the syntax of c.

• compared to other speculative semantics, we do not consider backtracking—as shown in [10], the associated
notions of security are equivalent for semantics with and
without backtracking.

D

ecution, and hc, ρ, µ, bi

⇓O

D

O

iff hc, ρ, µ, bi −
−→
→ hc0 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i,
D

with c0 = [] or c0 = fence and b = >. These two cases correspond to a complete execution or an execution that is interrupted due to misspeculation.

To model USLH, we fix a distinguished register b̃ used to
track speculation, and not used anywhere else in the program.
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We do not provide a separate semantics for sequential execution. Instead, sequential execution is viewed as a special
case where all adversary directives are step and the speculation flag is thus always ⊥. We write hc, ρ, µi ⇓O for sequential
executions.
Formally, a program c is RCT iff for every executions
hc, ρ1 , µ1 , ⊥i ⇓OD1
hc, ρ2 , µ2 , ⊥i ⇓OD2
s
hc, ρ1 , µ1 i ⇓O1
s
O
hc, ρ2 , µ2 i ⇓ 2
we have O1s = O2s implies O1 = O2 .
The informal argument to prove RCT of transformed programs is as follows: first, we prove that the register b̃ introduced by the USLH transformation is always in sync with
the speculation flag of the operational semantics, so that b̃ is
always set to true when execution enters the wrong branch.
Second, every execution can be divided into a sequential (sub)execution, and a speculative sub-execution, which is triggered by execution entering the wrong branch. Then, thanks
to the key lemma above, we know that the leakage of the speculative sub-execution does not depend on the state, and thus
does not leak. This means that the leakage of the complete
execution is equal to the leakage of the sequential execution
plus some constant leakage that is completely determined by
the syntax of the program. This suffices to conclude.
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ρ0 = ρ{x := Jop y zKρ }

[A SSIGN]

op ρ(y) ρ(z)

hx := op y z, ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ h[], ρ0 , µ, bi
step

•

hfence, ρ, µ, ⊥i −−−→ h[], ρ, µ, ⊥i

[F EN]

step

ρ0 = ρ{x := µ[(a, JyKρ )]}

JyKρ ∈ [0, |a|)

[L D]

read a,JyKρ

hx := a[y], ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ h[], ρ0 , µ, bi
step

i ∈ [0, |a0 |)

JyKρ ∈
/ [0, |a|)

ρ0 = ρ{x := µ[(a0 , i)]}

[L D -U]

read a,JyKρ

hx := a[y], ρ, µ, >i −−−−−−−→
h[], ρ0 , µ, >i
0
load a ,i

µ0 = µ[(a, JxKρ ) := JyKρ ]

JxKρ ∈ [0, |a|)

write a,JxKρ

[S T]

ha[x] := y, ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ h[], ρ, µ0 , bi
step

JxKρ ∈
/ [0, |a|)

0

µ0 = µ[(a0 , i) := JyKρ ]

i ∈ [0, |a |)

write a,JxKρ

[S T-U]

ha[x] := y, ρ, µ, >i −−−−−−−→
h[], ρ, µ0 , >i
0
store a ,i

o

hc1 , ρ, µ, bi −→ hc01 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i
d
o

hc1 ; c2 , ρ, µ, bi −→ hc01 ; c2 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i

[S EQ]

d

o

hc1 , ρ, µ, bi −→ h[], ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i
d

o

hc1 ; c2 , ρ, µ, bi −→ hc2 , ρ0 , µ0 , b0 i

[S EQ -S KIP]

d

[I F]

branch JtKρ

hif t then c> else c⊥ , ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ hcJtKρ , ρ, µ, bi
step

branch JtKρ

[I F -S]

hif t then c> else c⊥ , ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ hc¬JtKρ , ρ, µ, >i
force

c⊥ = []

c> = c; while t do c
branch JtKρ

[W H]

hwhile t do c, ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ hcJtKρ , ρ, µ, bi
step

c⊥ = []

c> = c; while t do c
branch JtKρ

hwhile t do c, ρ, µ, bi −−−−−−−→ hc¬JtKρ , ρ, µ, >i
force

Figure 11: Operational semantics
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[W H -S]

